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Resources

• Learning Space Rating System: learningspaceratingsystem.org

• Learning Space Design Constituent Group: tinyurl.com/LSPACEcg

• FlexSpace: flexspace.org

• Learning Space Toolkit: learningspacetoolkit.org

• Journal of Learning Spaces: libjournal.uncg.edu/index.php/jls
Sessions

• One Size Does Not Fit All: Considerations When Designing Active Learning Classrooms (Mon)

• Advancing Scholarship on Active Learning Spaces Through Faculty Learning Communities (Mon)

• The Challenges of Learning Space Assessment: Lessons from the Front Lines (Mon)

• Enhancing the Value of the FLEXspace System with Peer Review (Tue)

• Transforming Learning and Study Spaces at a Research University (Tue)

• New Learning Designs (Tue)

• Learning Spaces for Digital Discovery (Tue)

• SCALE-UP Gets Personal: Enriching the Remote Student Experience (Wed)
Activity: 
Burning Questions

Form tables

Discuss burning questions:

1. Brag
2. Worry
3. Bet
4. Wonder

Share

State Library of New South Wales via Wikimedia Commons
What are your cool projects?

padlet.com/adamfdotnet/spaces-brag
What do you worry about?

[WAYS TO CHANGE]

padlet.com/adamfdotnet/spaces-worry
What are you betting on?

padlet.com/adamfdotnet/spaces-bet
WONDER

What do you wonder about?

padlet.com/adamfdotnet/spaces-wonder
BRAG
padlet.com/adamfdotnet/spaces-brag

WORRY
padlet.com/adamfdotnet/spaces-worry

BET
padlet.com/adamfdotnet/spaces-bet

WONDER
padlet.com/adamfdotnet/spaces-wonder